～Aqua Link
Water, essential to our lives, we must cope with well
and in a sustainable manner. Especially, cooperation
as a means and an end for better water management
and environment is to be the base for our well-beings.
Com aqua provides a pool, where people come
together like water drops to think how we should cope
with water and to be promoted to tailor innovated
actions for water. The pool functions as a tank of
knowledge, experiences as well as technologies
about water and basin management, which lead to
review and reorganize the case we are facing to. The
main core issue is cooperation of the stakeholders.
Drops make water body, which may create pressure
and a stream, from which vapor comes up to the air
and act freely, and join to drop again.
Com aqua develop the water link of those who are
thinking and acting
seriously for water.
Water cooperation,
water link, water
harmony, … combine
to Com aqua.

Main Activities of

 To organize events such as symposium, seminar,
workshop as well as tours about water,
 To cooperate with local events, meetings and related
projects about water organized by other organizations ,
 To make public relations and cooperation with other
relevant institutions and organizations involved in water,
 To promote exchange of materials and references and
dissemination of activity results in the water society,
 To research for conservation of water environment and
culture and suggest to the community based on the
research,
 To collect, archive and disseminated information related to
water, and
 To perform as a think tank for the institutions and
organizations as well as citizens’ groups in the community,
etc.

Participate in
is to be grown up together with everyone who
think and work for water. Anyone can join.
Who should join includes pupils and students who are
interested in water and study water, those who work every
day with water, enjoy water landscape, researchers and
engineers in the water related fields, citizens of interest in
water and want to be connected with others in water
community. Not only individuals but also organization,
institute and group are welcome.
is waiting for your participation as a “drop”.
Please contact with the
secretariat below.
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To study water
To organize meeting, seminar, symposium as well as
excursion for learning dynamics of hydrological process and
water management processes.

Activities of

Com aqua

To propose to find a solution of water problems
To diagnose and evaluate actual situation of water management and
water environment in collaboration with experts aiming to solve global
and regional water problems, leading to proposal and suggestion to
the societies. To do researches about water problems at the request
of the organizations in Japan and overseas.

To connect water friends and communities
To promote exchanging experiences and information with related
governmental and non-governmental organization, institutions, private
companies as well as citizens’ groups in water communities, and
participate in the events organized by these parties for improving
hydrological environment and water management in cooperation.

To activate water connection for improved
management and environment
To connect the people, information and materials involved in the
water, leading to much more active cooperation. To promote
exchange of references and information and motivate the people.
Outcomes help even a little to the improvement of water management
and environment around the world.

To widen and deepen water link
To provide water community with a place for its collaborated works
and to disseminate the outcomes and significance of them to the
world society for ascertain their network, in cooperation with the
initiatives and projects of national and international water-related
institutions, organizations, companies and citizens’ groups.

To disseminate water information
To design and publish pamphlets, guidebooks, articles and books
about water, collecting and disseminating information as well as
and archiving them. To develop the network of the information
created by relevant institutions and organizations.

